
Quantum Algorithms
CSPC 440/640, Syllabus

Instructor: Dr. Andreas Klappenecker
Office: 509B Harvey R. Bright Building
Office hours: TBD
Class schedule: MWF 12:40pm-1:30pm in HRBB 126 (note that the sched-
ule is subject to change).

Course Goals. The course CPSC 440/640 gives a self-contained introduc-
tion to quantum algorithms, one of the most exciting recent developments in
computer science.

Background. We do not expect any background knowledge in quantum
computing nor in quantum physics. You should know how to multiply a
matrix with a vector, but the most important prerequisite is simply an open
mind.

Grading Policy. Midterm exam 25%, final project 25%, assignments 45%,
culture 5%. The grades will be assigned on an absolute scale: A=90-100,
B=80-89, C=70-79, D=60-69, F=0-59. I will lower the cut-offs if the grades
are lower than expected.

The assignments will consist of about 6 paper and pencil homeworks and
one small project. You have to submit 3 written summaries of talks or papers
to satisfy your culture requirements.

Dishonesty. Cheating will not be tolerated – see the Aggie code of honor.
Cheating and plagiarism will be rewarded with the grade F*.

Required Textbook

• M. Nielsen and I. Chuang: Quantum Computation and Quantum In-
formation, Cambridge University Press, 2000.

Further information

• http://faculty.cs.tamu.edu/klappi/qalg-f08/qalg.html



Collaboration. For the assignments in this class, discussion of concepts
with others is encouraged, but all assignments must be done on your own,
unless otherwise instructed. Reference every source you use, whether it be
a person, a book, a paper, a solution set, a web page or whatever. You
must write up your assignments in your own words. Copying is strictly
forbidden.

Academic Integrity Statements. The Aggie Honor Code is ”An Aggie
does not lie, cheat, or steal or tolerate those who do.” Upon accepting admis-
sion to Texas A&M University, a student immediately assumes a commitment
to uphold the Honor Code, to accept responsibility for learning, and to fol-
low the philosophy and rules of the Honor System. Students will be required
to state their commitment on examinations, research papers, and other aca-
demic work. Ignorance of the rules does not exclude any member of the
TAMU community from the requirements or the processes of the Honor Sys-
tem. For additional information, see http://www.tamu.edu/aggiehonor/.

Americans with Disabilities Act Policy Statement. The Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a federal antidiscrimination statute that pro-
vides comprehensive civil rights protection for persons with disabilities. Among
other things, this legislation requires that all students with disabilities be
guaranteed a learning environment that provides for reasonable accommo-
dation of their disabilities. If you believe you have a disability requiring an
accommodation, please contact the Department of Student Life, Services for
Students with Disabilities in Cain Hall, Rm. B118, or call 845-1637. For
additional information, see http://disability.tamu.edu/.
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